MANSTYLE RAW NATURE

THE NIGHT CREAM

We all skipped this one after a day or two. It seems
fresh and on a warm summer night, has a nice
cooling effect but we suppose it’s an overkill in
mancare. For those who would like to get into a
routine with this one, we aren’t the ones to stop you.
It promises to remove dark spots and age defying
is one of the tricks printed on the label. We’re still
young though.
Price: Rs 1099

THE BEARD WASH

THE BODY WASH

Honestly, I’d like a bit of foam
in my body wash, but the
natural fragrance of clay in this
body wash makes up for the
lack of foam. The loofah does
help a bit but if you aren’t a
fan of loofahs, this one isn’t for
you. That fragrance though
gives a wonderful earthly
feeling, complementing the
manliness in us.
Price: Rs 1149

THE BEARD OIL

Raw Nature
essentials
Men will be men in most aspects, but don’t get
manliness in the way of basic mancare
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W

E FOLLOW A SET
routine. We wake up, brush,
shower, and get on with the
day. You have your shampoo
routine and besides that, the regular man doesn’t
really care about the finer details of staying
sharp. Raw nature sent us some of their essential
products to make us better men; well at least
when it comes to grooming and hygiene. A face
wash isn’t going to make you a nice guy, but you
will have a pleasant face for sure. Here’s what
we’ve tried –

To ensure the beard stays that
way after a beard wash and
maintains its shine, the beard
oil is essential. The charcoal
fragrance stays longer, and
a smooth beard is a great
turn on. Girls love it, we’ve
tested it. Wink. Anyway, it’s
good grooming, and it has
encouraged the team at
Urbane to grow longer beards.
Just the guys, not the girls of
course. Yeah, bad joke. But
to be fair, it doesn’t claim to
make you funny.
Price: Rs 699

Most of us are ignorant about
proper beard care. Besides
getting it trimmed right,
there’s a lot more to it and the
first step is washing it. The
bamboo, charcoal and acai oil
beard wash is especially great
after a day spent outdoors.
The beard tends to get dirtier
than the rest of the face
yet we use our regular face
washes at most times. Not
now. We’re enlightened with
the conditioned beard.
Price: Rs 699

THE FACE WASH

The low foam volcanic green clay
face wash is supposed to tighten
pores and tone skin. It does all of that
and feels fresh too. Especially after a
long day of motorcycling, the instant
freshness with just 30 seconds of the
face wash is a nice feeling. What’s
good to know is that it is all natural,
it is vegan, has no artificial fragrance
or colours, and hasn’t been tested
on animals – just like the rest of the
products on this page.
Price: Rs 799

THE CHAMOIS CREAM

Ah, this one we love. Those long days at the saddle or the
tough days at the gym make areas below the belt quite
uncomfortable. This cream was invented to reduce saddle
sores, and a little research told us that cyclists back in
the day kept slices of meat on the saddle to reduce their
sores. No one’s having that steak! Anyway, chamois cream
works like a charm, and you’ve got to have it for general
hygiene and also to impress the one who visits downtown.
Price: Rs 749
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